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A home for inspiration. And inspiration for the home. 

From fantastical voyages to interior design ideas for the home – 
inspiration is everywhere. It combines innovation and fascination, 
form and function, ideas and individuality. 

It ranges from the golden empire of the Aztecs to the iridescent 
nuances of the undersea world – from where its colours rub off on our 
sinks and mixer taps in 2018. And it flows from start to finish through 
our everyday chores, making our ordinary daily life anything but 
ordinary.

That is why we took twelve well-travelled shipping containers and 
built a home for our inspiration: the new SCHOCK showroom. Here 
we created a space for extra-ordinary ideas and designs to reside 
alongside our new and on-trend colours. But the ultimate home for 
our products is elsewhere: in the individual interior design scapes 
and kitchen architectures of the people for whom they are made. 
It is there that they blend in harmoniously and yet stand out at the 
same time. 

For instance with very special colours. Or with features which may 
be new today but which you’ll be unable to imagine your life without 
tomorrow. And with an aspiration to be something that never wears 
off, not even after years of faithful service: Never ordinary. Every day.

Be inspired. Here and now, every day. 
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HANDMADE IN GERMANY

IN 
GERMANY

HAND

4

MADE
We want results that are extra-ordinary, so we use an extra-ordinary manu-
facturing process to get them. And we look to the whole world for inspira-
tion in the creation of colours, trends and styles, but when it comes to the 
quality of our products our approach is strictly handmade in Germany. That 
is why we have only specialists at work here. SCHOCK currently employs 
500 people at the plant in the Bavarian Forest. We all work together to man-
ufacture products with the ‘made in Germany’ quality label and we all use a 
very special tool in doing so: our meticulous care and attention. This is how 
we, as the only producer of quartz-composite sinks to manufacture exclusively 
in Germany, strive to meet – and exceed – the very highest of expectations.

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO CATCH A TREND? BY HAND.
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QUARZSAND

Tough by nature: Bavarian quartz sand

Having the highest quality standards for your own work 
is only any good if the material you’re using is able to 
meet those standards. That is why we use quartz, the 
hardest constituent of granite. We source the natural 
raw material from Bavaria and process it at our plant in 

the Bavarian Forest. The result? Sinks which are robust, 
durable, ecologically sound and absolutely food-safe. 
And which have a natural connection to their Bavarian 
environment – just like our company.
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NACHHALTIGKEIT

GREENWICH N-100 IN MILLENNIAL PEARL

We produce our sinks under the most stringent en-
vironmental standards in the world. For us as a vol-
untary member of the Environmental Pact of Bavaria, 
using natural resources goes hand in hand with using 
them responsibly – in every stage of our work, from 
production to processes and planning to the sale of 
our products, we strive to reduce our carbon footprint. 
We think about e-mobility or how we can get more 
products into a delivery truck to reduce the impact 
of our logistics on the environment. The patented 
twistpac packaging we use contains none of the usu-
al polystyrene – it is 98 % cardboard, making it easy 

to dispose of and recyclable. Having halved our water 
consumption over the past ten years and built a new 
water treatment plant, we have been able to achieve 
90 % raw material efficiency. And of course we want 
to do our bit for sustainability, not least by manu-
facturing extremely long-lasting products that retain 
their value: after all, objects produced with care and 
expertise don’t need to be replaced so often. Impartial 
certifications, such as for our ISO 9001 quality man-
agement system, have accompanied us along this road 
and paved the way into a healthy future where quality 
work is sustainably impressive.

Only those who look ahead can lead the way

100 % natural 
quartz sand

90 % raw material efficiency
50 % less water 

consumption
100 % sustainably 

impressive
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PRODUKTVORTEILE

FITS PERFECTLY INTO 
YOUR KITCHEN. 
AND NOT INTO A BOX.
THE SINK CENTRE 
FROM SCHOCK

Prepstation D-150 in Puro  Conos Pro mixer tap

It goes without saying that the SCHOCK sink centre itself should 
inspire just as much enthusiasm as the steps in its development. 
That is why we think up its designs and features based on the 
needs of its users. We think about kitchens large and small, about 
different home environments and lifestyles, helpful accessories 
and special mixer taps – all of which are optimally matched to our 
sinks thanks to proven quality assurance, reliable partners, exclu-
sive designs and innovative technologies. And we think about the 
fact that the sink has long since ceased to be just for washing up, 
but is now used – and indeed usable – as a multifunctional food 
prep centre. In short, we think of everything that makes the daily 
process of cooking, prepping food and washing up better, more 
convenient and less ordinary. And? What do you think?

We were doubly delighted to win Kitchen In-
novation of the Year® 2017: because not only 
experts but also consumers loved our products 
and ideas – proving that forward thinking pays 
off.
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www.schock.de/en/prepstationanewdimension

IMPACT-RESISTANT STAIN-RESISTANT HEAT-PROOF

Tough and resistant material.

DIN EN438-2

Food stains cannot stick.

LGA 1103

Not temperature sensitive.

DIN 13310

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES INCLUDED
OUR PRODUCT BENEFITS
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Absolutely safe material.

LGA 5631024

Leaves the surface free of smells.

LGA 5421357

FOOD-SAFE ODOUR-FREE

SMART SOLUTION
Product benefits in the cooking process

The dirt simply runs off.

DIRT-REPELLENT EFFECT

Magnified
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MILLENNIAL LINE

MILLENNIAL LINE

20,000 leagues under the sea is where a unique, mysterious world of sublime 
colours – mellow and cool – begins. Here lie hidden treasures like pastel sha-
des and expressive nuances, which are reflected in the latest fashion and in 
cutting-edge trends for interior design and technology. It provides the inspi-
ration for our three new CRISTADUR® colours, Millennial Dive, Pearl and Cliff. 
Immerse yourself in the new, multifaceted coolness of the Millennial Line. Dive 
into a sea of colours that go deeper. And experience the captivating surface, too.

MILLENNIAL LINE
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Material combinations

Material combinations

Millennial PearlNEW

Millennial Cliff NEW

Millennial Dive NEW

Copper 

Concrete

White marble 

Natural oak

SlateBlack marble

Dark oak

MILLENNIAL LINE
Trends that make waves: 
the new CRISTADUR® colours.

Offering three cool, new shades that can be stylishly combined with metallic 
or marbled finishes, SCHOCK drills down on the latest colour trends for 2018: 
The dark blue of Millennial Dive is an homage to the mysterious underwater 
world that opens up on a deep-sea dive, making the experience both rela-
xing and exciting at once. Millennial Pearl is a multifaceted colour, perfect for 
individualists who want to upgrade their kitchen with the stylists’ and inte-
rior designers’ favourite, a soft pink shade. Millennial Cliff is solid as a rock, 
a premium, matte grey tone that can bear up to the power of water and the 
highest standards of style and colour design alike.
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Greenwich N-100S Greenwich N-100Dion

4

2

2

1

1

3

3

1  Greenwich N-100 in Millennial Pearl. Flush-mounted into the worktop.
 2  Dion mixer tap in Gunmetal  3  Visible parts in Gunmetal

1  Greenwich N-100S in Millennial Cliff  2  Dion mixer tap in Copper  3  Matching – visible parts Colour-matched 
decorative trim consisting of overflow, waste and control knob making the sink and tap into a single design entity. 
Available in solid stainless steel, chrome and the PVD coatings Gunmetal and Copper (illustrated). 4  Perfect Drain  
The patented Perfect Drain system features a drain cup that blends seamlessly into the sink and disappears under a 

stylish cover. Even the tiniest of dirt particles can find no place to settle and leave ugly scum.
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Greenwich N-100L Ladon
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3

1  Greenwich N-100L
The Greenwich range of single-bowl sinks offers scope for maximum design 
freedom in the modern kitchen. The Greenwich N-100L boasts the largest 
bowl in the range. Tight corners are a key feature of this sink’s appeal with 
its contemporary straight lines. Also cuts an elegant figure with under-
mount installation (see p. 20).   

2  Dion mixer tap
For a touch of luxury in the kitchen: the Dion blends modern design with 
the highest quality. Available in chrome, numerous CRISTADUR® colours 
and the PVD coatings Gunmetal and Copper (with fixed spout), the Dion 
completes the premium sink centre from SCHOCK. 

3  Ladon – two in one
With its patented technology the SCHOCK Ladon combines control knob 
and liquid dispenser in one – a washing-up liquid dispenser with an inte-
grated ring that can be used to control the pop-up waste. The Ladon can 
also be fitted in worktops up to 12mm thick.
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Wembley D-100 Wembley D-150SC-540

MILLENIAL LINE

1
2

4

3

6

5

1  Wembley D-100 in Millennial Dive  2  SC-540 mixer tap in Millennial Dive (fixed spout)  3  Wembley 
D-150 in Millennial Pearl  4  SC-540 mixer tap in Millennial Pearl (pull-out spout)  5  Functional acces-
sories – the perfect complement Bespoke functional accessories, including chopping boards, strainer 
bowls, wire baskets, steamer containers and much more, turn the sink into the perfect all-rounder in the 
kitchen. Tailored solutions create a sense of order and a range of helpful tools for prepping fresh food.  
6  Backflow preventer – functional protection Hidden inside the mixer tap is a backflow preventer to 
stop used water from getting back into the pipes. Closes automatically if the flow of water is reversed, 
ensuring that water flows in one direction only. Reliable protection guaranteeing clean pipes and fresh 

drinking water.
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1  Wembley D-100 and D-150 in Millennial Dive und Pearl
The Wembley range stands out with its flowing lines and uniquely rounded 
corners. The silky-smooth CRISTADUR® finish and styling of this model make it 
especially easy to clean and allow the beauty of the new colours to shine. 

2  SC-540 mixer tap in Millennial Dive and Pearl (pull-out spout) 
The SC-540 clad in tapering sleeves of two of our new CRISTADUR® colours confi-
dently rounds off the modern sink area – a highlight for bold trendsetters. Offering 
five tap designs ranging from understated to professional and available with vari-
able features, the SC-500 range of mixer taps is the embodiment of good taste.

3  LED – sinks in the spotlight
The interplay between light and water brings an extra special look to the kitchen. 
Energy-efficient LED spotlights can be integrated in many of our SCHOCK sinks to 
provide fascinating optical and practical benefits as a direct light source in the sink.

4  Indutherm – functional heat source
Indutherm, the heatable draining board, heats up to around 50°C and can be used 
to preheat the dinner plates. The radiant heat also helps the dishes to dry quicker 
after you do the washing up. Indutherm is available in combination with selected 
CRISTADUR® models and offers an exclusive highlight for food enthusiasts.

5  SF-100 coarse particle filter – bodyguard
Even modern pipework can transport grains of sand in the water. The particle 
filter absorbs coarse particles, protecting the mixer tap’s cartridge and aerator 
from damage. Safely provides pure water even with constant, intensive use.
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GOLDEN LINE

The Aztec Empire was a high civilisation far superior to the standards of
its day. Inspired by this frontier spirit and the diversity of South America’s 
landscape, from wild steppe to striking high plateaus and majestic 
mountains, we developed a range of intense CRISTALITE® colours that are 
at once elemental and pioneering. Because they are in touch with nature, 
combining an earthy feel with subtle gold effects. Because they present 
kitchen architecture in a new, golden light. And because they bring not only 
a shine to our sinks, but also a smile to the face of every trendsetter.

GOLDEN LINE
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Inca NEW

Volcan NEW

Alpaca NEW

Roca NEW

Material combinations

Material combinations

WalnutSandstone

Brushed metal

Brass

Grey engineered stone

Natural oak

Four intense, new colours herald a golden era for stylish combinations with 
wood and stone finishes or earthy tones in 2018: Alpaca is not only the animal
which boasts the best wool in the world and a starring role in the new SCHOCK 
consumer advertising campaign, but is also the name of the new and on-trend 
CRISTALITE® colour, a light brown which is the perfect shade to give your kit-
chen a premium upgrade. Roca with its shimmering grey tone is reminiscent 
of striking rock formations towering above all else and simply surpassing the 
rest. The Inca have always been famous for their gold-working skills and so they 
lend their name to our fashion-forward, golden-brown CRISTALITE® colour. 
And Volcan is named after the legendary black volcanic rock that can strikingly 
shape not only entire landscapes but also the style of a contemporary kitchen. 

GOLDEN LINE
Golden times for individualists:
the new premium colour collection for CRISTALITE®
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Manhattan D-100

3

2

1

3

Magnified

1  Manhattan D-100 in Roca. Space-saving, compact design, optimised for the smaller kitchen. 2  SC-540 mixer 
tap in Roca with pull-out spout. The pull-out hose available with various SCHOCK mixer taps extends your range of 
action and offers greater flexibility across the entire sink area. Particularly practical: Models with a pull-out spray. 
Whereas the normal water jet is great for filling the sink, the pull-out spray can be used to gently rinse fresh food at 
the flick of a switch. Also good for rinsing out containers and cleaning the sink.  3  Comfotouch – high-tech at the 
touch of a button Intelligent technology for SCHOCK sinks: The comfotouch’s electronic control button opens and 
closes the pop-up waste automatically with just a light touch of the sensor, which can be placed wherever suits you 

best. Maximum hygiene with premium stainless steel finish. 
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Primus C-150 Altos W

2

1
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1  Primus C-150 in Volcan
As a space-creating corner sink with strainer bowl, the Primus C-150 is the place for prepping 
fresh produce. The perfect solution to make practical use of the workspace and give it a visual 
makeover with the new Golden Line colours. 

2  Altos W mixer tap in stainless steel – for flexible positioning under a window 
Some of our mixer taps can be positioned in front of a window for maximum daylight at the 
sink. Opening the window requires no tools: simply activate the Maia’s fold-down spout or 
press the bayonet catch on the Altos W to clear the way.

3  Multifunctional bowl in stainless steel
The multifunctional bowl is the perfect fit for the Primus C-150, adding practicality to the corner 
of the kitchen. It can be used as a place to keep sink accessories tidy or to drip-dry fresh fruit 
and vegetables. Easy to clean, hard-wearing and long-lasting thanks to a stainless steel finish.

2

2
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Primus D-100L SC-520

2

3

1

1  Primus D-100L in Alpaca. Extra-large bowl for big pans and baking trays. 2  SC-520 mixer tap 
in Alpaca  3  Wastecap for design aficionados Premium visible part in brushed stainless steel 

offering a way of stylishly concealing the waste – a real good looker.
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Primus D-150 SC-530
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2

3

1  Primus D-150 in Inca. Generous: bigger draining board to accommodate large table-
ware.  2  SC-530 mixer tap in Inca  3  Matching sleeves – the perfect couple Patented 
cladding technology enables SCHOCK to bring mixer tap and sink together in unity. All 
SC tap models can be matched perfectly in colour and material finish to our CRISTADUR® 
and CRISTALITE® sinks. As if that weren’t enough, they’re also scratchproof, impact-
resistant and even easier to clean.
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FARBUEBERSICHT

Roca RCA (52)

Inca INC (51)

Alpaca ALP (50)

Golden Line NEW

Golden Line NEW

Golden Line NEW

Volcan VOL (53)

Golden Line NEW

Puro PUR (84)

Bronze BRO (87)

Magma MAG (97)

Carbonium CAR (90)

Stone STO (88)

Silverstone SIL (91)

Magnolia MGL (89)

Polaris POL (99)

Rouge ROU (81)

Millennial Line NEW

Millennial Line NEW

Millennial Pearl MPE (70)

Millennial Cliff MCL (71)

Millennial Line NEW

Millennial Dive MDI (72)

Nero GNE (13)

Onyx GON (10)

Asphalt GAS (43)

Croma GCR (49)

CRISTALITE® BASIC LINE

CRISTADUR® MILLENNIAL LINE

CRISTADUR® CLASSIC LINE

COLOUR DIVERSITY

Whichever you go for, it’ll be a good choice: Our premium CRISTADUR® finish 
boasts a patented, extremely fine-pored structure and a shimmering, easy-to-
clean finish – the dirt simply runs off. And of course a range of intense, vibrant 
colours – especially the three fashionable new highlight shades, each of which 
makes an individual statement. CRISTALITE®, the on-trend material with the 
stone-like finish, is not only extremely tough, durable and easy to clean, it is 
also multifaceted: besides being available in the traditional, diverse array of 
colours, the new premium shades in the Golden Line bring stylish accents into 
the kitchen – for long-lasting enjoyment from the very first moment.

CRISTALITE® GOLDEN LINE

4140 COLOUR DIVERSITY
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Andreas Dimitriadis, director of platinumdesign and designer of the Horizont:
“When I think about the design of the Horizont, words like timeless, linear, functional, 

iconic, perfect and architectural spring to mind. An all-rounder in the purist style.”

Aleksandr & Elena Mukomelov, founders of Mukomelov Studio and designers of the Mono:
“Emotion meets minimalism: In creating the Mono what we wanted to do was blend the functional 
aspects of straight lines, minimal bevels and an easy-to-clean sink with a design that would look 

exciting and dynamic within contemporary kitchen architecture.”

Michael Schad, director of STUDIO MICHAEL SCHAD and designer of the Wembley:
“A design with the flowing lines to put it totally in its element in the sink area. Rounded 

corners and curves not only make the sink easier to clean, they also make its harmonious, 
organic look even more attractive.” 

Michael Schad, director of STUDIO MICHAEL SCHAD and designer of the Waterfall:
“The Waterfall’s styling boasts just the kind of exceptional and extravagant design to support 

the artistic staging of a luxury kitchen. The drainer has the look of a waterfall, promising a great 
deal of fun with the washing up and food prep.”

HORIZONT

MONO

WEMBLEY

WATERFALL

4342 OUTSTANDING DESIGN



MAGAZIN

For more SCHOCK spirit, visit SCHOCK Germany on Facebook and YouTube. Follow us – and 
get ready. It’s going to be colourful, exciting and definitely never ordinary. Every day.

If we had to describe SCHOCK in one word it would be: change. 
And quality. Or design. Colour, obviously. Or zeitgeist, of course. 
And courage. Innovation. Pioneering. Good job we don’t need to 
pin ourselves down to just one word or one direction. But we do 
actually have a word for that. We call it the SCHOCK spirit.

It is this spirit that combines the extremely high standards we have 
of our ‘handmade in Germany’ claim with thought-provoking de-
sign concepts to make a design object out of what was once the 
plain-Jane sink in the kitchen. It is what motivates our entire team, 
time and again, to inject colour into our everyday lives – and our 
kitchens. It is what gives alpacas and deep-sea divers the leading 
roles in our consumer advertising campaign. And it is what you can 
see all through our new and colourful SCHOCK magazine featuring 
culinary trends, food enthusiasts and inspiration, and in our cont-
ainer showroom or the special kinds of events we put on, such as 
a kitchen sink derby or an ice hockey challenge for SCHOCK sinks. 

In short, it is the SCHOCK spirit that makes our people and our 
products what they are today and what they always will be: Never 
ordinary. Every day.

www.youtube.com/SchockSinks www.facebook.com/SchockENGL/ www.schock.de/en/magazine www.schock.de/en/neverordinary

SCHOCK MAGAZINE – Edition 01
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SERVICE

SCHOCK GmbH
Hofbauerstraße 1

94209 Regen
Germany

 
Tel.: +49-9921-600-0

Fax: +49-9921-600-253

Email: info@schock.de
www.schock.de/en

Stand 09/2017

Photographic concept, layout and design: Studio Michael Schad, Stuttgart

Illustrations: Klaus Pichler and Katharina Schaffer, Vienna

 

Prepstation, Wembley, Waterfall sink design: Studio Michael Schad, Stuttgart

Grando, Horizont sink design: Platinumdesign, Stuttgart

Mono sink design: Mukomelov Studio, Moscow and Kiev

WE-0262INT/18

Premium products need the right love and attention.
Care videos and FAQs can be found in our Care Center online

at www.schock.de/en/care

Movie material – Service videos 
from SCHOCK

What special features does my 
SCHOCK product have, how do I in-
stall it and what tools will I need to 
use? The answers can be found in 
the service videos from SCHOCK. 
Technical information and instal-
lation instructions are presented 
in a series of short video clips. 
All of the videos are available to 
view on schock.de and YouTube.

Pampered – SCHOCK 
care products

60 % of all kitchen chores are done 
at the sink. And most of the time 
it doesn’t stay clean. Our spare 
parts shop stocks specially devel-
oped care products to effectively 
remove any residues left behind. 
Care substances are available to 
wrap the quartz-composite sinks 
in a special layer of protection.

Practical – SCHOCK accessories 
and spare parts shop

Looking for SCHOCK spare parts, ac-
cessories or care products? Browse 
our spare parts shop for complemen-
tary products to go with your sink or 
mixer tap. Order whatever you need 
online – from your computer at home 
or on the road with your smart-
phone or tablet. Visit the shop at:

Scan the QR code to go to the 
SCHOCK YouTube channel: www.schock.de/en/shop www.schock.de/en/care

SERVICE
FOR SINKS AND MIXER 
TAPS THAT LAST
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